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Grain Boundaries in CdTe

Recombination by grain-boundary type in CdTe
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would introduce trapping states and non-radiative recombination centers.

It probably stems from the impurities
Possible effects of oxygen in Te-rich Σ3 (112) grain boundaries in CdTe
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Study of photoelectrochemical properties of polycrystalline CdTe thin film solar cells
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Approach: Density Functional Theory (DFT)

Software: VASP

Functional: PBE, HSE06 (for some SCF calculations)
Four Grain Boundaries
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1. No gap state in $\Sigma^3$ (111)
2. One deep gap state in $\Sigma^3$ (112) Te core
3. One shallow gap state in $\Sigma^3$ (112) Cd core
4. One deep and one shallow gap state in $\Sigma^5$ (310)
1. No segregation behavior in $\Sigma 3$ (111)
2. Almost no segregation behavior in dopant Se
3. All dopants (except for Se) prefer segregating to GB
4. Cl and Na have a strong tendency to break down dangling bonds
The anion dopants can eliminate gap states by breaking down the dangling bonds.
Cl_{Te} can eliminate the deep gap state induced by Te-Te dangling bond, \( \text{Na}_{\text{Cd}} \) can eliminate the shallow gap state induced by Cd-Cd dangling bond.
The position of gap state is determined by the dangling bond length of O-Te.
Cl, Na co-doping can remove all gap states in GB $\Sigma 5$ (310), which is helpful to whole performance.
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1. GB $\Sigma 3$ (111) is the most stable and clean one.

2. All extrinsic dopants except for Se prefer segregating to GB.

3. $O_{Te}$ can only passivate the long Te-Te DB, $Cl_{Te}$ can passivate both long and short Te-Te DB, $Na_{Cd}$ can break down Cd-Cd DB.

4. $Cl$, $Na$ co-doping can effectively passivate all GBs in CdTe.
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